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Lovable, furry old Grover is distressed to learn that there's a monster at the end of this book! He

begs readers not to turn the pages, but of course kids feel they just have to see this monster for

themselves. Grover is astonished--and toddlers will be delighted--to discover who is really the

monster at the end of the book!
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Lovable, furry old Grover is distressed to learn that there's a monster at the end of this book! He

begs readers not to turn the pages, but of course kids feel they just have to see this monster for

themselves. Grover is astonished--and kids are delighted--to discover who is really the monster at

the end of the book!

Jon Stone was the first head writer for Sesame Street and was one of the showÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s principal

directors and producers for over 24 years. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition

of this title.



My three year old grand daughter loves the suspense in this book. It is a good way to get them to

practice facing their fears without having to face it alone (like the middle of the night). Practicing the

motion helps when the "real thing" occurs. It is very entertaining--of course the reader needs to get

into "character". I heard there is an Elmo book that is similar that I'd like to find as well. You won't be

disappointed with this one (Unsure if I've ever said that about a Golden Book before)...

Cute, interactive story that is fun across a broad age group (toddler to young child) ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•

both my 18-month-old and 4-year-old love this book. For younger toddlers, they may not "get" the

end of the story (revealing that Grover himself is the monster at the end of the book), but the most

fun is in the pages before anyway, the child turning the pages and Grover frantically trying to keep

the child from doing so. When we first started reading this book, neither of our children was familiar

with Sesame street, so I'd say the appeal of this book is independent of the prior knowledge of the

grover character ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€• to my children he was just a cute monster and the story made

sense just the same. We've gifted this to new parents and for birthdays as well, highly recommend.

My daughter has been having problems with fear of monsters at night. This book makes her laugh

and she has fun turning the pages despite Groover's protests. I love it because of the throw back

character form my childhood. Not annoying to read at all and the related app is super fun.

We found this classic on sale on kindle and were thrilled. One of the best old-school books out

there! I was tickled to see this book for a good price for my kindle. Now we can have a few digital

books for when we travel and don't want to carry around bedtime stories.

I read this book years ago to my children and now I'm reading it for my grandchildren. And the

grandchildren love it every bit as much as their parents. It's a great book for dramatic reading and

the kids love to mimic that when they say they're reading it themselves.

I love this book! My mother read it to me when I was a kid, now I'm reading it to my kids! I use to

make sounds of the pages turning and crashing, as Grover tried to tie, nail, and brick off the pages.

Now my kids are doing the same! No Ipad, tablet, phone needed!

I read this to my children when they were young and they loved it, it always made them laugh and

smile and cherished our story time for years. Now I'm expecting my first grandchild so this was at



the top of the list of things to buy for story time in the future!

My toddlers love this book. They must love being defiant and scaring poor Grover. The only thing is

that my Grover voice is such a sad attempt. Plus, it's short. Children are easily satisfied. Until they

want it read again, which is usually within two minutes.
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